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How Do People Understand and Reason about Economic Policies?

What are the mental models people use to think about tax policy?

What do they know? How do they reason?

Desired tax policy =

f (perceived efficiency effects,perceived distributional impacts, fairness considerations,X1,X2, ...)

Why is understanding reasoning important?

Advantages of a more structural approach to policy views, over reduced-form approach.

Heterogeneity (even if same overall policy view). Where does disagreement lie?

Identifying (correctable) gaps in knowledge or inconsistent reasoning.

Where is intervention needed versus not (e.g.: misperception of distributional impacts vs.
fairness concerns)?

Can we improve the policy debate with better understanding of economic policies?
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Method: Large-scale Social Economics Surveys and Experiments

Surveys are a key tool:

Some things can not be seen in other data, no matter how good it is: Perceptions, attitudes,
knowledge, views.

Revealed preference with observational data has limits (data and assumptions required).

Unlike old-style surveys (that measure variables now better captured in admin data).

New generation surveys: Customizable, controllable, interactive. Details

Social Economics Lab http://socialeconomicslab.org

Here: ≈ 2,000 respondents per survey, broadly representative of the U.S., done through
commercial survey companies in Jan -September 2019 (COVID-19 follow-up). Details
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A Broader Agenda

This talk: income and estate taxes.

Additional papers on i) health insurance, ii) trade policy, iii) macro policies, iv) climate
change & environmental policies

Website: understandingeconomics.org

where you can browse all responses, by groups and topics.
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Structure: A Decomposition of Tax Policy Views

Redistributive benefits

1. Distributional impacts

Mechanical impacts
Spillovers (e.g.: “trickle down”)

2. Fairness concerns

Efficiency effects:

Behavioral distortions (labor supply, moving states, savings, evasion/avoidance, etc.)

& Broader efficiency effects.

Knowledge & Misperceptions

Views of Government (trust, responsibility, role)

Modulating factors: e.g.: what is the revenue spent on?
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Survey Outline
Background of respondent: 

Gender, age, income, education, family situation, political views, media exposure.
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Outline of this Talk

1. First-Order Considerations: Text Analysis of Open-Ended Questions

2. Knowledge and Misperceptions

3. Reasoning about Taxes (Efficiency, Distribution, & Fairness)

4. Putting it All Together: Views on Tax Policies

5. Treatment Effects of Video Courses
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Main Findings
Key factor driving support (or lack thereof): Fairness & the benefits of redistribution,
followed by views on the government.

Efficiency concerns play a more minor role in people’s minds.

Causal effect confirmed with experiment.

But Fairness is in the eye of the beholder!

Partisan divergences are large: in policy views, but also in reasoning about underlying
mechanisms.

Democrats: more likely to believe that taxes have less economic costs, that tax cuts almost
never “pay for themselves” & that people will not starkly change behaviors in response to
tax increases...

that “trickle-down” doesn’t happen, that distributions of income, wealth & inheritances are
unfair & that taxing away parts of them is fair.

“Polarization of Reality” even in tax knowledge/perceptions (facts).
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First-Order Considerations: Text Analysis of
Open-Ended Questions
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What are the Shortcomings of the U.S. Federal Estate Tax?

already tax
double tax

tax tax
too many loophole

fair tax

middle class

lower income
cant afford

two thousand
fair share

rich rich

tax twice

lower class
rich poor

loophole wealthy

high rate

favor rich

work hard
government spend

income family

wealth transfersmall business

find loophole

first place

loophole allow

able afford

property tax

answer question

working class

benefit wealthy

charge too muchfamily tax

lower middle
burden heir

family farm

just government

right now

income bracket

wealth tax

work life

seem fair

tax income

ultra wealthy

tax property
allow wealthwealthy tax

transfer wealth

value asset

high limit

two eighteen

thousand eighteen

fair already

fair inherit

lose lovedone

many loophole

government too much

even exist

tax wealth

current system

too many rich

loophole rich

rate high

someone already

fair family

across board

family business

seem tax

tax since

tax many

tax earn
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What are your Main Considerations about the Income Tax?
Relative Frequency of Topics by Political Views
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Topic Analysis: Keywords for the Main Topics Identified

Distribution: Middle class; working class; low income; wealthy; millionaire; rich;
billionaire; corporations & pay/tax

Fairness: Fair; unfair
Gov. Spending: Government spending & high; government spending & cut; deficit; debt;

government & waste; balance & budget; government & budget;
government & control & spend

Social insurance: Social services; governmental services; governmental program & fund;
governmental program & cover; help & poor; pay & poor; social program;
poor work; live & paycheck; provide & family

Efficiency: Hurt & economy; work hard; work less; work more; create & job; depress;
negative/detrimental/destroy/damage & economy; competition; innovation; create & business; boost & economy; discourage; spend less

Flat tax: Flat tax
Loopholes: Loopholes; lawyer; account; tax evasion; evade; avoid taxes
Public goods: Infrastucture; education; healthcare
Don’t know: Not know; knowledgeable enough; idk; not sure; know enough; unsure
Double Tax: Already taxed/paid; twice & tax/pay
Grieve : Grieve; bury; funeral
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Knowledge and Misperceptions
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People believe top bracket starts much lower, compress extremes, and
“schmedule”
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Perceived Composition of the Top 1%:
so many entrepreneurs, scientists, government, teachers, arts, media & sports!
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People greatly overestimate share of households who pay the estate tax &
underestimate exemption threshold
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Who Knows More?

Republicans tend to view taxes as higher and more progressive than Democrats (the
“Polarization of Reality”).

Higher-income respondents more aware of what’s going on at the top.

Those with more self-reported knowledge: more accurate, and also more willing to pay
for information.
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Misperceptions about the Income Tax
Misperception Top tax Top tax Share of income Share of income Share of Share of households Top tax Share of US Willingness to

index rate in rate paid in taxes paid in taxes households in not paying threshold income owned pay randomized
today the 50s by median households in top bracket top bracket income taxes by top 1% amount

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Republican 0.10*** 3.74*** -2.52* 1.46* 6.15*** 3.24*** 5.97*** -8,600 -7.72*** -0.08***
(0.02) (0.84) (1.38) (0.80) (0.88) (1.03) (0.98) (8,900) (1.41) (0.02)

High-Income -0.04** 0.23 1.32 -0.00 0.15 -1.76* 0.08 60,000*** -2.32 0.01
(0.02) (0.84) (1.39) (0.80) (0.89) (1.04) (0.98) (9,000) (1.41) (0.02)

Self reported knowledge -0.03** 2.78*** 8.29*** 2.39*** 3.70*** -0.11 5.38*** 24,000*** 5.53*** 0.07***
(0.02) (0.76) (1.26) (0.73) (0.81) (0.94) (0.89) (8,200) (1.28) (0.02)

College degree -0.10*** 0.93 6.12*** -0.41 0.78 -4.94*** 0.40 39,000*** 6.52*** 0.04**
(0.02) (0.72) (1.19) (0.69) (0.76) (0.89) (0.85) (7,700) (1.22) (0.02)

Actual value 37 91 13 32.7 0.73 44 600,000 20
Average perception 0.0 31 33 26.3 27.4 20.3 25.3 188,000 44.7 0.37
Observations 2783 2779 2779 26.3 2777 2762 2779 2651 2780 2783

Misperceptions about the Estate Tax
Misperception Estate Estate % of estates % Wealth No. households Exemption Share of wealth Share of wealth Willingness to

index tax rate tax rate unrealized inherited out 1,000 paying threshold owned by owned by pay randomized
today in the 50s capital gains estate tax top 1% bottom 50% amount

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Republican 0.11*** -0.54 -3.51*** -4.92*** -2.96** 16.15 -490,000*** -7.13** 1.64 -0.02
(0.02) (1.05) (1.24) (1.24) (1.22) (15.53) (180,000) (2.79) (1.01) (0.02)

High-Income -0.08*** -0.16 0.80 1.94 -1.81 -42.81*** 1,100,000*** 1.81 -0.35 0.02
(0.02) (1.06) (1.25) (1.25) (1.23) (15.65) (185,000) (2.75) (1.00) (0.03)

Self reported knowledge -0.08*** 4.03*** 6.48*** 3.32*** 1.74 5.81 790,000*** -0.98 0.74 0.11***
(0.02) (0.97) (1.15) (1.14) (1.13) (14.34) (170,000) (2.50) (0.91) (0.02)

College degree -0.12*** 0.00 4.33*** 1.22 2.23** -50.69*** 820,000*** 8.65*** -2.82*** 0.05**
(0.02) (0.92) (1.08) (1.08) (1.07) (13.57) (160,000) (2.38) (0.86) (0.02)

Actual value 40 77 55 ≈ 50 0.7 11,400,000 41.8 2.5
Average perception 0.00 33 29 45.7 41.9 364.1 2,400,000 49.1 12.5 0.40
Observations 2360 2350 2335 2354 2357 2357 2357 2357 2357 2360

Conditional on income, Republicans’ self-perceived social class is higher. Social-class
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High-Income -0.08*** -0.16 0.80 1.94 -1.81 -42.81*** 1,100,000*** 1.81 -0.35 0.02
(0.02) (1.06) (1.25) (1.25) (1.23) (15.65) (185,000) (2.75) (1.00) (0.03)

Self reported knowledge -0.08*** 4.03*** 6.48*** 3.32*** 1.74 5.81 790,000*** -0.98 0.74 0.11***
(0.02) (0.97) (1.15) (1.14) (1.13) (14.34) (170,000) (2.50) (0.91) (0.02)

College degree -0.12*** 0.00 4.33*** 1.22 2.23** -50.69*** 820,000*** 8.65*** -2.82*** 0.05**
(0.02) (0.92) (1.08) (1.08) (1.07) (13.57) (160,000) (2.38) (0.86) (0.02)

Actual value 40 77 55 ≈ 50 0.7 11,400,000 41.8 2.5
Average perception 0.00 33 29 45.7 41.9 364.1 2,400,000 49.1 12.5 0.40
Observations 2360 2350 2335 2354 2357 2357 2357 2357 2357 2360

Conditional on income, Republicans’ self-perceived social class is higher. social-class
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Misperceptions about the Income Tax
Misperception Top tax Top tax Share of income Share of income Share of Share of households Top tax Share of US Willingness to

index rate in rate paid in taxes paid in taxes households in not paying threshold income owned pay randomized
today the 50s by median households in top bracket top bracket income taxes by top 1% amount

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Republican 0.10*** 3.74*** -2.52* 1.46* 6.15*** 3.24*** 5.97*** -8,600 -7.72*** -0.08***
(0.02) (0.84) (1.38) (0.80) (0.88) (1.03) (0.98) (8,900) (1.41) (0.02)

High-Income -0.04** 0.23 1.32 -0.00 0.15 -1.76* 0.08 60,000*** -2.32 0.01
(0.02) (0.84) (1.39) (0.80) (0.89) (1.04) (0.98) (9,000) (1.41) (0.02)

Self reported knowledge -0.03** 2.78*** 8.29*** 2.39*** 3.70*** -0.11 5.38*** 24,000*** 5.53*** 0.07***
(0.02) (0.76) (1.26) (0.73) (0.81) (0.94) (0.89) (8,200) (1.28) (0.02)

College degree -0.10*** 0.93 6.12*** -0.41 0.78 -4.94*** 0.40 39,000*** 6.52*** 0.04**
(0.02) (0.72) (1.19) (0.69) (0.76) (0.89) (0.85) (7,700) (1.22) (0.02)

Actual value 37 91 13 32.7 0.73 44 600,000 20
Average perception 0.0 31 33 26.3 27.4 20.3 25.3 188,000 44.7 0.37
Observations 2783 2779 2779 26.3 2777 2762 2779 2651 2780 2783

Misperceptions about the Estate Tax
Misperception Estate Estate % of estates % Wealth No. households Exemption Share of wealth Share of wealth Willingness to

index tax rate tax rate unrealized inherited out 1,000 paying threshold owned by owned by pay randomized
today in the 50s capital gains estate tax top 1% bottom 50% amount

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Republican 0.11*** -0.54 -3.51*** -4.92*** -2.96** 16.15 -490,000*** -7.13** 1.64 -0.02
(0.02) (1.05) (1.24) (1.24) (1.22) (15.53) (180,000) (2.79) (1.01) (0.02)

High-Income -0.08*** -0.16 0.80 1.94 -1.81 -42.81*** 1,100,000*** 1.81 -0.35 0.02
(0.02) (1.06) (1.25) (1.25) (1.23) (15.65) (185,000) (2.75) (1.00) (0.03)

Self reported knowledge -0.08*** 4.03*** 6.48*** 3.32*** 1.74 5.81 790,000*** -0.98 0.74 0.11***
(0.02) (0.97) (1.15) (1.14) (1.13) (14.34) (170,000) (2.50) (0.91) (0.02)

College degree -0.12*** 0.00 4.33*** 1.22 2.23** -50.69*** 820,000*** 8.65*** -2.82*** 0.05**
(0.02) (0.92) (1.08) (1.08) (1.07) (13.57) (160,000) (2.38) (0.86) (0.02)

Actual value 40 77 55 ≈ 50 0.7 11,400,000 41.8 2.5
Average perception 0.00 33 29 45.7 41.9 364.1 2,400,000 49.1 12.5 0.40
Observations 2360 2350 2335 2354 2357 2357 2357 2357 2357 2360

Conditional on income, Republicans’ self-perceived social class is higher. social-class
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Misperceptions about the Income Tax
Misperception Top tax Top tax Share of income Share of income Share of Share of households Top tax Share of US Willingness to

index rate in rate paid in taxes paid in taxes households in not paying threshold income owned pay randomized
today the 50s by median households in top bracket top bracket income taxes by top 1% amount

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Republican 0.10*** 3.74*** -2.52* 1.46* 6.15*** 3.24*** 5.97*** -8,600 -7.72*** -0.08***
(0.02) (0.84) (1.38) (0.80) (0.88) (1.03) (0.98) (8,900) (1.41) (0.02)

High-Income -0.04** 0.23 1.32 -0.00 0.15 -1.76* 0.08 60,000*** -2.32 0.01
(0.02) (0.84) (1.39) (0.80) (0.89) (1.04) (0.98) (9,000) (1.41) (0.02)

Self reported knowledge -0.03** 2.78*** 8.29*** 2.39*** 3.70*** -0.11 5.38*** 24,000*** 5.53*** 0.07***
(0.02) (0.76) (1.26) (0.73) (0.81) (0.94) (0.89) (8,200) (1.28) (0.02)

College degree -0.10*** 0.93 6.12*** -0.41 0.78 -4.94*** 0.40 39,000*** 6.52*** 0.04**
(0.02) (0.72) (1.19) (0.69) (0.76) (0.89) (0.85) (7,700) (1.22) (0.02)

Actual value 37 91 13 32.7 0.73 44 600,000 20
Average perception 0.0 31 33 26.3 27.4 20.3 25.3 188,000 44.7 0.37
Observations 2783 2779 2779 26.3 2777 2762 2779 2651 2780 2783

Misperceptions about the Estate Tax
Misperception Estate Estate % of estates % Wealth No. households Exemption Share of wealth Share of wealth Willingness to

index tax rate tax rate unrealized inherited out 1,000 paying threshold owned by owned by pay randomized
today in the 50s capital gains estate tax top 1% bottom 50% amount

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Republican 0.11*** -0.54 -3.51*** -4.92*** -2.96** 16.15 -490,000*** -7.13** 1.64 -0.02
(0.02) (1.05) (1.24) (1.24) (1.22) (15.53) (180,000) (2.79) (1.01) (0.02)

High-Income -0.08*** -0.16 0.80 1.94 -1.81 -42.81*** 1,100,000*** 1.81 -0.35 0.02
(0.02) (1.06) (1.25) (1.25) (1.23) (15.65) (185,000) (2.75) (1.00) (0.03)

Self reported knowledge -0.08*** 4.03*** 6.48*** 3.32*** 1.74 5.81 790,000*** -0.98 0.74 0.11***
(0.02) (0.97) (1.15) (1.14) (1.13) (14.34) (170,000) (2.50) (0.91) (0.02)

College degree -0.12*** 0.00 4.33*** 1.22 2.23** -50.69*** 820,000*** 8.65*** -2.82*** 0.05**
(0.02) (0.92) (1.08) (1.08) (1.07) (13.57) (160,000) (2.38) (0.86) (0.02)

Actual value 40 77 55 ≈ 50 0.7 11,400,000 41.8 2.5
Average perception 0.00 33 29 45.7 41.9 364.1 2,400,000 49.1 12.5 0.40
Observations 2360 2350 2335 2354 2357 2357 2357 2357 2357 2360

Conditional on income, Republicans’ self-perceived social class is higher. social-class
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Reasoning about Taxes
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Would a Higher Income Tax Encourage the Following? - By Political View
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Would a Higher Income Tax Encourage the Following? Me vs. Everyone Else

Women 33 85



Would a Higher Estate Tax Encourage the Following? - By Political View
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Would a Higher Estate Tax Encourage the Following? Me vs. Everyone Else

Women 35 85



Broader Efficiency and Spillover Effects of the Income Tax
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Distributional Effects of Income and Estate Taxes

If taxes cut for high incomes: Republicans believe more than Democrats that
lower-incomes will also gain.

If overall taxes are raised, Republicans believe more than Democrats that everyone will
lose.

Republicans perceive their own gains and losses from tax cuts (income or estate tax) as
more similar to those of high incomes than Democrats do. Chart

Consistent with Republicans perceiving their own social class as higher, even
conditional on income.
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Distributional Effects: Would the following Groups/You Win from These Tax Changes?
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Would the following Groups/You Win if the Estate Tax Were Cut?
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Fairness Concerns for Income and Estate Taxes

Fundamental disagreement on whether income inequality is a serious issue (25% of
Republicans; 75% of Democrats) or whether high-incomes entitled to keep large share
of their income (8% of Democrats; 55% of Republicans), whether wealth inequality is a
serious issue (18% of Republicans; 65% of Democrats).

Estate tax poses very thorny fairness issues depending on whether take children or
parents’ perspective.

If take point of view of children: Many agree unfair children have access to better
amenities if born in rich families and, to a lesser extent, that unfair children born in
wealthier families inherit more.

Still, partisan gap is large. Chart

But if we focus on trade-off between parents being entitled to pass on their wealth
versus children being entitled to start with equal opportunities, views quite split even
within political views.

50% of Democrats think fair to allow parents to pass on wealth; 70% of Republicans.
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Fairness Considerations on the Income Tax
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Fairness Considerations on the Estate Tax

Back
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Classifying Respondents by Policy Views on the Income Tax
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

Profile I: Unfair system; highlights inequalities;
pro-redistribution
• A person is wealthy because she or he had more

advantages than others.
• The money and wealth in this country should be more

evenly distributed among a larger percentage of the
people.

• The share of total U.S. income that goes to the top 1%
in the U.S. increased a lot over the past 30 years.

• The federal income tax policy has very important
direct effects on my own life.

• People with higher incomes pay a lower share of their
income in taxes than those with lower incomes.

Profile II: Fair system; downplays inequalities

• A person is wealthy because she or he worked harder
than others

• The share of total U.S. income that goes to the top 1%
in the U.S. increased somewhat over the past 30 years.

• The government has some ability/tools to reduce
income differences between rich and poor people.

• People with higher incomes pay a higher share of
their income in taxes than those with lower incomes

• The federal income tax policy has some direct effects
on my own life.

Share of Republicans of type II: 66% vs Share of Democrats of type II: 29%

Share of High Incomes of type II: 50% vs Share of Low Incomes of type II: 44%
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Classifying Respondents by Policy Views on the Estate Tax

Profile I: Not concerned by estate tax system; highlight
inequalities
• I do not feel personally affected by the federal estate

tax.
• There should be a federal estate tax in the US.
• The money and wealth in this country should be more

evenly distributed among a larger percentage of the
people.

• A person is wealthy because she or he had more
advantages than others.

• Not every individual’s estate is subject to the federal
estate tax at death.

• The share of total U.S. income that goes to the top 1%
in the US increased a lot over the past 30 years.

Profile II: Concerned by estate tax system; unfair system

• The federal estate tax is mostly taxing assets that have
already been taxed and thus leads to “double
taxation.”

• I do not know what the stepped-up cost basis at death
is.

• Every individual’s estate is subject to the federal estate
tax at death.

• There should not be a federal estate tax in the US.
• I am dissatisfied with the current U.S. federal estate

tax system.
• The current U.S. federal estate tax system is unfair.

Share of Republicans of type II: 71% vs Share of Democrats of type II: 32%

Share of High Incomes of type II: 51% vs Share of Low Incomes of type II: 46%
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Putting it All Together: Views on Tax Policies
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Recall: A Decomposition of Tax Policy Views

Redistributive benefits

1. Distributional impacts

Mechanical impacts
Spillovers (e.g.: “trickle down”)

2. Fairness concerns

Efficiency effects:

Behavioral distortions (labor supply, moving states, savings, evasion/avoidance, etc.)

& Broader efficiency effects.

Knowledge & Misperceptions

Views of Government

Modulating factors
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Income Satisfied Progressive tax Support ↑ taxes on high incomes to Government
tax income important tool expand programs increase responsible to
fair tax to ↓ inequality for low-incomes investment ↓ inequality
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.17*** 0.17*** -0.11*** -0.18*** 0.01 -0.16***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.16*** 0.17*** 0.02 0.01 -0.05** 0.05**
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.02 0.03* -0.03** 0.02 0.03* 0.04***
(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.18*** -0.17*** 0.28*** 0.32*** 0.13*** 0.23***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.11*** 0.10*** 0.16*** 0.19*** 0.12*** 0.21***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Income Satisfied Progressive tax Support ↑ taxes on high incomes to Government
tax income important tool expand programs increase responsible to
fair tax to ↓ inequality for low-incomes investment ↓ inequality
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.17*** 0.17*** -0.11*** -0.18*** 0.01 -0.16***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.16*** 0.17*** 0.02 0.01 -0.05** 0.05**
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.02 0.03* -0.03** 0.02 0.03* 0.04***
(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.18*** -0.17*** 0.28*** 0.32*** 0.13*** 0.23***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.11*** 0.10*** 0.16*** 0.19*** 0.12*** 0.21***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Income Satisfied Progressive tax Support ↑ taxes on high incomes to Government
tax income important tool expand programs increase responsible to
fair tax to ↓ inequality for low-incomes investment ↓ inequality
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.17*** 0.17*** -0.11*** -0.18*** 0.01 -0.16***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.16*** 0.17*** 0.02 0.01 -0.05** 0.05**
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.02 0.03* -0.03** 0.02 0.03* 0.04***
(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.18*** -0.17*** 0.28*** 0.32*** 0.13*** 0.23***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.11*** 0.10*** 0.16*** 0.19*** 0.12*** 0.21***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Income Satisfied Progressive tax Support ↑ taxes on high incomes to Government
tax income important tool expand programs increase responsible to
fair tax to ↓ inequality for low-incomes investment ↓ inequality
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.17*** 0.17*** -0.11*** -0.18*** 0.01 -0.16***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.16*** 0.17*** 0.02 0.01 -0.05** 0.05**
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.02 0.03* -0.03** 0.02 0.03* 0.04***
(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.18*** -0.17*** 0.28*** 0.32*** 0.13*** 0.23***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.11*** 0.10*** 0.16*** 0.19*** 0.12*** 0.21***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Income Satisfied Progressive tax Support ↑ taxes on high incomes to Government
tax income important tool expand programs increase responsible to
fair tax to ↓ inequality for low-incomes investment ↓ inequality
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.17*** 0.17*** -0.11*** -0.18*** 0.01 -0.16***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.16*** 0.17*** 0.02 0.01 -0.05** 0.05**
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.02 0.03* -0.03** 0.02 0.03* 0.04***
(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.18*** -0.17*** 0.28*** 0.32*** 0.13*** 0.23***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.11*** 0.10*** 0.16*** 0.19*** 0.12*** 0.21***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Income Satisfied Progressive tax Support ↑ taxes on high incomes to Government
tax income important tool expand programs increase responsible to
fair tax to ↓ inequality for low-incomes investment ↓ inequality
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.17*** 0.17*** -0.11*** -0.18*** 0.01 -0.16***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.16*** 0.17*** 0.02 0.01 -0.05** 0.05**
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.02 0.03* -0.03** 0.02 0.03* 0.04***
(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.18*** -0.17*** 0.28*** 0.32*** 0.13*** 0.23***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.11*** 0.10*** 0.16*** 0.19*** 0.12*** 0.21***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Estate tax Satisfied Estate Estate tax ↑ Estate tax Government
system with estate tax should should be good way to responsible to

fair tax exist increased ↓ inequality ↓ wealth transm.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.11*** 0.10*** -0.07*** -0.08*** -0.09*** -0.01
(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.03 0.01 -0.09*** -0.16*** -0.04* -0.10***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.01 0.01 -0.06*** -0.01 0.02 0.06***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.06*** -0.09*** 0.28*** 0.29*** 0.24*** 0.21***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.14*** 0.13*** 0.16*** 0.11*** 0.18*** 0.15***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Estate tax Satisfied Estate Estate tax ↑ Estate tax Government
system with estate tax should should be good way to responsible to

fair tax exist increased ↓ inequality ↓ wealth transm.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.11*** 0.10*** -0.07*** -0.08*** -0.09*** -0.01
(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.03 0.01 -0.09*** -0.16*** -0.04* -0.10***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.01 0.01 -0.06*** -0.01 0.02 0.06***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.06*** -0.09*** 0.28*** 0.29*** 0.24*** 0.21***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.14*** 0.13*** 0.16*** 0.11*** 0.18*** 0.15***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Estate tax Satisfied Estate Estate tax ↑ Estate tax Government
system with estate tax should should be good way to responsible to

fair tax exist increased ↓ inequality ↓ wealth transm.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.11*** 0.10*** -0.07*** -0.08*** -0.09*** -0.01
(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.03 0.01 -0.09*** -0.16*** -0.04* -0.10***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.01 0.01 -0.06*** -0.01 0.02 0.06***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.06*** -0.09*** 0.28*** 0.29*** 0.24*** 0.21***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.14*** 0.13*** 0.16*** 0.11*** 0.18*** 0.15***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Estate tax Satisfied Estate Estate tax ↑ Estate tax Government
system with estate tax should should be good way to responsible to

fair tax exist increased ↓ inequality ↓ wealth transm.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.11*** 0.10*** -0.07*** -0.08*** -0.09*** -0.01
(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.03 0.01 -0.09*** -0.16*** -0.04* -0.10***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.01 0.01 -0.06*** -0.01 0.02 0.06***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.06*** -0.09*** 0.28*** 0.29*** 0.24*** 0.21***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.14*** 0.13*** 0.16*** 0.11*** 0.18*** 0.15***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Estate tax Satisfied Estate Estate tax ↑ Estate tax Government
system with estate tax should should be good way to responsible to

fair tax exist increased ↓ inequality ↓ wealth transm.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.11*** 0.10*** -0.07*** -0.08*** -0.09*** -0.01
(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.03 0.01 -0.09*** -0.16*** -0.04* -0.10***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.01 0.01 -0.06*** -0.01 0.02 0.06***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.06*** -0.09*** 0.28*** 0.29*** 0.24*** 0.21***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.14*** 0.13*** 0.16*** 0.11*** 0.18*** 0.15***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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A Decomposition of Policy Views: Underlying Reasoning

Estate tax Satisfied Estate Estate tax ↑ Estate tax Government
system with estate tax should should be good way to responsible to

fair tax exist increased ↓ inequality ↓ wealth transm.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Republican 0.11*** 0.10*** -0.07*** -0.08*** -0.09*** -0.01
(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Misperception index 0.03 0.01 -0.09*** -0.16*** -0.04* -0.10***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Efficiency index 0.01 0.01 -0.06*** -0.01 0.02 0.06***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Redistribution index -0.06*** -0.09*** 0.28*** 0.29*** 0.24*** 0.21***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Government trust index 0.14*** 0.13*** 0.16*** 0.11*** 0.18*** 0.15***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Additional Outcomes
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Recap: A Decomposition of Tax Policy Views

Redistributive benefits

1. Distributional impacts

Mechanical impacts
Spillovers

2. Fairness concerns

Efficiency effects:

Behavioral distortions

& Broader efficiency effects

Knowledge & Misperceptions

Views of Government

Modulating factors
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Treatment Effects of Video Courses
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Three different video courses

Redistribution: Distributional impacts of policy. Who benefits, who loses?

Efficiency: Efficiency costs and benefits of policy, possible spillovers.

Economist: Trade-off between redistribution and efficiency.
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Three different video courses

Redistribution: Distributional impacts of policy. Who benefits, who loses?

Efficiency: Efficiency costs and benefits of policy, possible spillovers.

Economist: Trade-off between redistribution and efficiency.

No normative stand on what tax system should be; few quantitative facts; nothing
about current tax system.
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Income Tax: Redistribution Treatment (I)

Link to the video here
62 85

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vq7ZTjBN3Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vq7ZTjBN3Y


Income Tax: Redistribution Treatment (II)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vq7ZTjBN3Y


Income Tax: Redistribution Treatment (III)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vq7ZTjBN3Y


Income Tax: Efficiency Treatment (I)

Link to the video here
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https://youtu.be/9xd-RHMiIcE
https://youtu.be/9xd-RHMiIcE


Income Tax: Efficiency Treatment (II)
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https://youtu.be/9xd-RHMiIcE


Income Tax: Efficiency Treatment (III)
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https://youtu.be/9xd-RHMiIcE


Income Tax: Economist Treatment (I)

Link to the video here
68 85

https://youtu.be/e3NBmrzEmUQ
https://youtu.be/e3NBmrzEmUQ


Policy Outcomes of the Income Tax: Treatment Effects

Income Satisfied Progressive tax Support ↑ taxes on high incomes to Government
tax income important tool expand programs increase responsible to
fair tax to ↓ inequality for low-incomes investment ↓ inequality
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Redistribution T 0.01 0.02 0.11*** 0.04 0.05* 0.09***
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Efficiency T 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.04 0.00
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Economist T -0.02 -0.04* 0.06** 0.05** 0.07** 0.07***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.03)

Additional Outcomes
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Income Satisfied Progressive tax Support ↑ taxes on high incomes to Government
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Estate Tax: Redistribution Treatment (I)

Link to the video here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wz5Xr723tJk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wz5Xr723tJk


Estate Tax: Redistribution Treatment (II)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wz5Xr723tJk


Estate Tax: Redistribution Treatment (III)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wz5Xr723tJk


Estate Tax: Efficiency Treatment (I)

Link to the video here

76 85

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZ47JuiqoOU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZ47JuiqoOU


Estate Tax: Efficiency Treatment (II)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZ47JuiqoOU


Estate Tax: Efficiency Treatment (III)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZ47JuiqoOU


Estate Tax: Economist Treatment (I)

Link to the video here.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnT07wO8nVA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnT07wO8nVA


Policy Outcomes of the Estate Tax: Treatment Effects

Estate tax Satisfied Estate Estate tax ↑ Estate tax Government
system with estate tax should should be good way to responsible to

fair tax exist increased ↓ inequality ↓ wealth transm.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Redistribution T -0.04 -0.03 0.05 0.07** 0.14*** 0.02
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

Efficiency T 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.08** 0.01
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

Economist T 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.07** 0.12*** 0.02
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Additional Outcomes
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Policy Outcomes of the Estate Tax: Treatment Effects

Estate tax Satisfied Estate Estate tax ↑ Estate tax Government
system with estate tax should should be good way to responsible to

fair tax exist increased ↓ inequality ↓ wealth transm.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Redistribution T -0.04 -0.03 0.05 0.07** 0.14*** 0.02
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

Efficiency T 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.08** 0.01
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

Economist T 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.07** 0.12*** 0.02
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Additional Outcomes
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Estate tax Satisfied Estate Estate tax ↑ Estate tax Government
system with estate tax should should be good way to responsible to

fair tax exist increased ↓ inequality ↓ wealth transm.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Redistribution T -0.04 -0.03 0.05 0.07** 0.14*** 0.02
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

Efficiency T 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.08** 0.01
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

Economist T 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.07** 0.12*** 0.02
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Policy Outcomes of the Estate Tax: Treatment Effects

Estate tax Satisfied Estate Estate tax ↑ Estate tax Government
system with estate tax should should be good way to responsible to

fair tax exist increased ↓ inequality ↓ wealth transm.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Redistribution T -0.04 -0.03 0.05 0.07** 0.14*** 0.02
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

Efficiency T 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.08** 0.01
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

Economist T 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.07** 0.12*** 0.02
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Additional Outcomes
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To be continued..

Comments very welcome!

THANK YOU!

socialeconomicslab.org

understandingeconomics.org
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